Feature selection with simple ANN ensembles
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Abstract. Feature selection is a well-known pre-processing technique, commonly used with high-dimensional datasets. Its main goal is to discard useless or redundant variables, reducing the dimensionality of the input space, in order to increase the performance and interpretability of models. In this work we introduce the ANN-RFE, a new technique for feature selection that combines the accurate and time-efficient RFE method with the strong discrimination capabilities of ANN ensembles. In particular, we discuss two feature importance metrics that can be used with ANN-RFE: the shuffling and $dE$ metrics. We evaluate the new method using an artificial example and five real-world wide datasets, including gene-expression data. Our results suggest that both metrics have equivalent capabilities for the selection of informative variables. ANN-RFE seems to produce overall results that are equivalent to previous efficient methods, but can be more accurate on particular datasets.

1 Introduction

Feature selection is a wide and active field of research. Two very valuable reviews are Kohavi et al. [1] and Guyon et al. [2]. Basically, feature selection is a useful pre-processing technique commonly applied to high-dimensional datasets. Its main goal is to increase the performance and interpretability of the numerical models developed on the available data, by reducing the dimensionality of the input space, discarding useless or redundant variables in an efficient way.

The introduction in the last decade of the so-called “high-throughput” technologies has created a great challenge to feature selection methods, its extension to “wide” datasets, with a high number of variables (even thousands) measured over a few samples (usually less than a hundred) [3]. Well known examples include gene expression measured with DNA microarrays [4], QSAR data [5] and mass-spectrometry applications [6, 7]. In this context, feature selection becomes highly important, because it improves the interpretability of the models, allowing the concentration of the knowledge-extraction process to a small number of variables and reducing the “black-box” effect of modern machine learning methods.

The recently introduced Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) algorithm [8] provides good performance with moderate computational efforts when applied
to wide datasets. The original and most popular version of this method uses a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) [9] to select the features to be eliminated. This strategy is widely used in Bioinformatics [8, 10, 11] and also in Quantitative Structure Activity Relationship (QSAR) applications [5]. An alternative method was introduced by Granitto et al. [12, 13], which basically replaces SVM with Random Forest (RF) [14] into the core of the RFE method with good results.

Over the last decade ensemble methods have been on the focus of machine learning research [15, 16]. The base of these procedures is the intuitive idea that by combining the outputs of several individual predictors one might improve on the performance of a single generic one. The so-called bias/variance dilemma [17] provides formal support to the success of these strategies. According to these ideas, good ensemble members must be both accurate and diverse. Typical examples are bagging [18] and boosting [19]. Several ensemble techniques have been recently applied to artificial neural networks (ANN) [20–22]. As the diversity of ANN comes naturally from the training process randomness and from the intrinsic non-identifiability of the model, it is difficult to improve over simple strategies like using several networks trained on the same data or plain bagging [23].

In this work we combine a simple ensemble of ANNs, created with the well-known bagging method, with the efficient RFE method to produce the new ANN–RFE method for variable selection on wide datasets. We introduce two different metrics of the importance of the input variables in the ANN ensemble. One of them is based on a direct computation of the derivative of the ANN’s cost function and the other in an indirect estimation using shuffled datasets, as in RF. We first demonstrate the efficiency of the method using an artificial dataset. We also evaluate the accuracy of ANN-RFE using several real-world wide datasets, comparing it with the selections made with SVMs and RF coupled with RFE.

The rest of this article is organized as follows: in Section 2, we describe the ANN–RFE feature selection scheme. In Section 3 we analyze the results of the new method, comparing it with previous results. Finally, we draw some conclusions in Section 4.

2 The ANN–RFE method

The RFE selection method [8] is a recursive process that ranks variables according to a given measure of their importance. At each iteration the importance of a set of variables is measured and the less relevant one is removed. Another possibility, which is the most commonly used, is to remove a group of features each time, in order to speed up the process. Usually, 10% of the variables are removed at each step until the number of variables reaches a lower limit, and from that point the variables are removed one at a time [24]. The recursion is needed because for some measures the relative importance of each feature can change substantially when evaluated over a different subset of features during the stepwise elimination process (in particular for highly correlated features). The (inverse) order in which features are eliminated is used to construct a final
ranking. The feature selection process itself consists only in taking the first \( n \) features from this ranking.

RFE can be used with any classifier, given that a measure of variable importance can be obtained from the model. In this work we introduce two such metrics for ANN ensembles.

Several authors have suggested to use the change in the general objective function when one feature is removed as a measure of importance [1, 8]. When introducing RFE, Guyon et al. [8] explained that, for classification problems, the ideal objective function is the expected value of the error (the error rate computed on an infinite number of examples). In practice, this ideal objective is replaced by a cost function \( E \) computed on training examples only. Such a cost function is usually a bound or an approximation of the ideal objective, chosen for convenience and efficiency reasons. The change in cost function \( E \) caused by removing feature \( x_i \) is related to \( \partial E/\partial x_i \). For example, the OBD algorithm [25] uses a second order approximation of \( \partial E/\partial x_i \) to prune weights in ANN. For an individual ANN with SOFTMAX outputs [26], \( \partial E/\partial x_i \) can be computed directly with a trivial modification of the back-propagation algorithm. Our first metric is obtained taking the average on the ensemble of the direct computation of \( \partial E/\partial x_i \). We call this metric the derivative (or \( dE \)) metric.

Our second method is called the shuffling metric. It follows the first strategy that Breiman [14] introduced to measure variable importance in RF. For any given tree in a RF there is a subset of the learning set not used by it during training, because each tree is grown only on a bootstrap sample. These subsets, called out-of-bag (OOB), can be used to give unbiased measures of prediction error. The RF shuffling metric estimates the relevance of features entering the model in the following way: one at a time, each feature is shuffled and an OOB estimation of the prediction error is made on this ‘shuffled’ dataset. Intuitively, irrelevant features will not change the prediction error when altered in this way, opposite to the very relevant ones. The relative loss in performance between the ‘original’ and ‘shuffled’ datasets is an indirect measure of \( \partial E/\partial x_i \), and therefore correlated with the relevance of the shuffled feature. The same method can be applied straightforwardly to a bagging ensemble of ANN. For each variable and network in the ensemble we compute the difference between the original and shuffled OOB error. We then compute, for each variable, the mean error difference in the ensemble and the corresponding standard error, with which we can compute a z-score for each variable. Following Breiman again, we use the z-scores to rank the variables.

3 Empirical evaluation

3.1 An artificial example

In a first experiment we applied ANN-RFE to the “two-Gaussians” artificial dataset. In this case, even if the situation is not realistic, we know in advance which variables are relevant to the problem. We created a simple classification
problem involving two classes, each one sampled from a Gaussian distribution. The problem involves 150 variables, from which 10 are relevant and the remaining 140 are uniform noise. In this and all other experiments in this work we used ANNs with a single hidden layer and SOFTMAX outputs [26]. The ANN ensembles were formed with 10 networks in this demonstrative example. The common practice in feature selection is to evaluate the performance of different methods using error curves that shows the resulting average classification error as a function of the number of variables selected. Analyzing results for some fixed number of variables is arbitrary and gives less information, and looking for the minimum error without a bias requires an additional validation set. In Figure 1 we show the classification error levels corresponding to 20 runs of the method. We show the evaluation of both versions of ANN-RFE for a complete selection process, starting with all variables and ending with subsets of 2 variables. The figure indicates that both metrics are very efficient in selecting the 10 relevant variables (dE seems to be slightly more efficient in this case).

3.2 Experimental setup

A feature selection method that uses (in any way) information about the targets may lead to overfitting, in particular with wide datasets. Thus, in order to obtain unbiased estimates of the prediction error, feature ranking and selection should be included in the modeling, and not treated as a pre-processing step; moreover, we need to appropriately decouple selection from error estimation [27].

To evaluate the methods in the real-world datasets we use a computational setup consisting of two nested processes. The outer loop performs $n = 100$ times...
Table 1. Details on the five wide real-world datasets used in this work. Columns show the number of variables (V), samples (S) and classes (C), and the parameters used for the ANN: hidden units (h), learning rate (lr), momentum (m) and number of epochs (E).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>V</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>h</th>
<th>lr</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brain tumor I [11]</td>
<td>5921</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fragola [28]</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lampone [28]</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grana [28]</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nostrani [28]</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a random split of the dataset in a training set (used to develop the models – including the feature selection step), and in a test set, used to estimate the accuracy of the models. The inner process supports the selection of nested subsets of features and the selection of appropriate parameters and development of classifiers over these subsets (using only the learning subset provided by the outer loop). The results of the n = 100 replicated experiments are then aggregated to obtain the accuracy estimation and stability evaluations.

As we stated before, we always use ANNs with a single hidden layer and SOFTMAX outputs [26]. All bagging ensembles have 100 ANN members.

3.3 Datasets
We use five different wide real-world datasets in this work. The first one corresponds to gene expression of brain tumor cells, evaluated with DNA microchips. The other four are concentration of volatiles from agro-industrial products, evaluated with PTR-MS mass-spectrometry. In Table 1 we show some details on the datasets and the original reference for each one. We also show the ANN settings we used in each case.

3.4 Individual ANN vs Ensembles
A relevant question at this point is if it is needed to use full ensembles to measure features importance. In Figure 2 we show a comparison between ANN-RFE applied to the Fragola dataset, using an individual ANN and an ensemble of 100 networks. Ensembles produce better classifiers, as is well known from previous works [18, 23] and also better and more stable selections, as follows from the figure. We repeated the experiment with other datasets with the same qualitative results (figures not shown for lack of space).

3.5 Evaluation of the two metrics
In Figure 3 we show a comparison of both metrics for ANN-RFE on the four PTR-MS datasets. In all four panels both metrics show a very similar performance. The error bars are also similar between methods but different among
3.6 Comparison with other relevance measures

In this last experiment we compared the new ANN-based metrics with three previously used measures for RFE: i) importance extracted from linear SVM [8], ii) from RF measured by shuffling the dataset [14,13] and iii) from RF averages of the GINI index [14]. We added the RF-GINI measure because it has important similarities with our $dE$ metric, as it is evaluated directly on the cost function using the training set only, not the OOB sets. In all cases we used the corresponding classifiers after the selection (RF for RF-based methods, SVM for SVM-based selections).

In Figure 4 we show the results of this comparison for the four PTR-MS datasets. The results are mixed, as it can be expected when comparing efficient methods. For the Fragola and Grana datasets both ANN-RFE methods show a very good performance. In both cases they seem to be slightly better than the other methods. For the Lampone dataset RF-based methods are clearly superior, but the difference is based on a better discrimination more than in a better selection. In fact, ANN-RFE methods are able to reduce their classification errors when using smaller subsets, which indicates an efficient selection. In the
Fig. 3. Comparison of the two metrics introduced in this work for the ANN-RFE method. The figure shows error rates as a function of the number of variables selected by the ANN-RFE method for the PTR-MS datasets.

Nostrani dataset RF based methods performs better than ANN-RFE in the feature selection process.

The results of the same comparison on the gene-expression dataset can be analyzed in Figure 5, right panel. This dataset shows the same situation as the Lampone dataset, but inverted. In this case ANN-RFE is always better, but the difference is more related to a better modeling than to a better feature selection.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced the ANN-RFE, a new technique for feature selection that combines the accurate and time-efficient RFE method with the strong discrimination capabilities of ANN ensembles. We also discussed two feature importance metrics that can be used with ANN-RFE: the shuffling and $dE$ metrics. After showing the potential of the new method with an artificial dataset, we applied it to five real-world wide datasets.

Our results suggest that both metrics have equivalent capabilities for the selection of informative variables. Overall, ANN-RFE seems to produce results that are equivalent to previous methods. As always in machine learning, the performance of the method is highly dependent on the dataset it is being applied
Fig. 4. Comparison of different selection methods in four PTR-MS datasets. Panels show error rates as a function of the number of selected variables.

(a) Fragola (b) Lampone

(c) Grana (d) Nostrani

to. When faced with a problem in which ANN ensembles are the best modeling strategy (as the Brain tumors I dataset), it is expected that a feature selection strategy based directly on ANNs should give the best performance.

Several avenues are open to continue this work. Of course, a more in depth evaluation is needed, including more datasets and other aspects of the method, as for example the influence of the number of networks or the degree of over-fitting of the individual members of the ensemble. The stability of the selection [28] also needs research. The $dE$ metric has the advantage of not using at all the OOB datasets, which then could be used to produce unbiased estimates of prediction errors without keeping a test set aside, improving the efficiency of the full selection method.
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Fig. 5. Results on the Brain tumors I dataset (error rates as a function of the number of selected variables). Left panel: Comparison of the two metrics introduced in this work for the ANN-RFE method. Right panel: Comparison of ANN-RFE with RF-RFE.